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Helped over 10,000 students passed since 2003 
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Flexible Study Methods
Classroom Learning
eLearning
Online QBank
Paper-based Solutions
Private or Group Lessons

Taught by market practitioners
Experienced trainers who understand exam requirement
First-hand tips and techniques to enhance question-
answering ability

Concepts organized in a systematic and concise format
Hundreds of exam-standard practice questions
Constantly updated to reflect the latest changes in exam

69% 100% 100%

80% 100%

78% 100% 100%

* Source: Survey of Kaplan students exam results, from Oct 2011 to Sep 2012

EXCELLENT PASS RATES
12-month Average*

www.kaplan.com.hk/kfm

https://www.facebook.com/kfmhk
https://www.instagram.com/kaplanhk_fm/
http://www.kaplan.com.hk/kfm
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Course Schedule 

7:00 - 10:00 pm

To be confirmed
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Education Instruction

QBank

No. of Mock Exam

Course Manual

$5,900Paper 1

Online / Onsite 
Catch-up Video 

$5,700 / $6,700

Online

Online

2*

Paper 2

* Mock review of 1 exam included

$5,300 / $6,300

Online

Online

2*

Paper 6

$6,000 / $7,200

Online

Online

3*

Paper 1

$5,900

Live

Online

3*

Paper 1

Classroom
Learning

eLearning

Licensing Examination
For Securities & Futures Intermediaries

CLASSROOM LEARNING

Traditional classroom learning
Highest interaction

Course manual
Online QBank  with hundreds of exam-standard questions. Unlimited practice
during 30-day subscription from 1    session
Three full length mock exams for paper 1
Online/onsite catch-up video

Features

Watch recorded lectures anywhere with internet access or on-site on campus 

#Please check system validation and system requirements in the next page

#

st



$2,700Paper 2

$2,100Paper 3

$2,100Paper 6

$1,500Paper 16

$2,700Paper 1

$5,700  $6,700Paper 2

$5,300  $6,300Paper 6

$6,000  $7,200Paper 1

I Month  2 Months

Written and reviewed by high scorers
Fast paced learning through practicing highest-yield, most
challenging questions
Representative exam question types for optimal exam
preparation
“No lectures” method suitable for seasoned market
practitioners

https://bit.ly/3exciwL

Scan for
details

Study where and when you want
Specify your own access start date
Instructor email support
(receive answers to your questions within a few days)

E-LEARNING

Archived instruction
Paper 1, 2, 6 – Online video* plus one mock exam review 

Unlimited review during subscription period
Trainer’s annotation captured
Course materials include

Paper 1 – Course manual, QBank (online) & 3 full length mock exams 
Paper 2 – Course manual, QBank (online) & 2 full length mock exams 
Paper 6 – Course manual, QBank (online) & 2 full length mock exams

 *Online video length is subject to the syllabus

Features

ONLINE QBANK

Hundreds of practice questions except Paper 16
Just enough quality questions that you can practice over lunch hours More effective
and efficient than large pool of low quality questions you see in market

Unlimited practice during 30-day subscription period
Questions categorized by topics
Answer key
Explanation of answers (Paper 1, 2 and 3 only)
Score reports

Features

All online subscriptions commence on 00:00 of
starting date and expire at 23:59 of ending date
(all in HK time).

Subscription period starts to run from the
indicated start date. No alteration of the start
date is allowed, regardless of time spent in the
course and whether or not you have accessed
the course.

#

Student will receive their username and
password one day before the indicated start
date of the online subscription. (Kaplan office
working days: Mon – Fri, 9am -6pm)

Repeater Offers - Half price will be charged for
each re-take enrollment of Paper 1, 2 and 6
eLearning for a 30-day subscription period.
Terms and conditions apply. Please refer to
enrollment form for details. 

Activation of your online account takes 2
business days. Do not choose a start date that
falls on weekend or Hong Kong’s public holiday
http://goo.gl/O6zRtw. Inappropriate start date
chosen will be postponed to the earliest start
date available without notice.

Remarks

System Validation

Access from a controlled environment such as
your office network is likely to be blocked. Please
contact your company’s IT department first to
check if Port 80, Port 443 & Port 1935 for outbound
access on broadband router firewall setting can be
opened.

User system validation is required which aims to
give you the opportunity to fully test eLearning
and Online Qbank and ensure satisfactory viewing
result. 

The process should take no more than 5 minutes.
Kaplan will put on hold your enrollment until you
have fully tested eLearning and the result was
satisfactory.

View 
https://bit.ly/3xR1Tnz on the computer which you
will access eLearning and Qbank.

WARNING

System Requirements

1.

2.

3.

#

#

https://bit.ly/3xR1Tnz

Scan to
view demo

View Demo

https://bit.ly/3xR1Tnz
http://goo.gl/O6zRtw
https://bit.ly/3xR1Tnz
https://bit.ly/3xR1Tnz


Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3

Paper 5 Paper 6 Paper 7

Paper 8

Contact us for assessment and price quote

$2,100

$2,100

$2,700

Paper 7

Paper 8

Paper 3

SELF-STUDY SOLUTIONS

Self-directed, paper-based solutions

Course manual
QBank (printed)
One full length mock exam

Features

PRIVATE OR GROUP LESSONS
Tailor-made group or one-on-one lessons
Convenient and hassle-free tuition in your office or at our campus
Intensive training - perfect for individuals in a hurry to pass
Personal attention paid to areas of doubt or weakness
Rapid familiarization with the real exam through:

Personalized guidance
Experienced teaching
Organized reading materials
Practice questions
Realistic mock exams

Review of your performance in our close-to-real mock exam

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

I will make sure that my team goes on your courses for
all the other exams they need to take. I think it worth
every penny. We are all time constrained in some way
and I think this was a great way to focus on the most

important aspects of the extensive syllabus. 
Terence Leeworthy 

The lecturer made the course very easy to listen through a long topic,
also very good at highlighting how to get through the exam and

relevant points to study. This was important given the broad content
covered. Overall, it would have been extremely difficult to pass if I had

not been on the course. 
Nicholas Angove  - Deutsche Bank

The course was very helpful
and I think Kaplan was the

major contributor to me
passing the exam as I was

able to focus my study.
Stephen Ellis

Your class helped me a lot. Specially the
tricks and explanations you gave during

this course. And you made it a real
pleasure to run through these quite dry
and not always very interesting topics.

D. Wanger

I just wanted to record my thanks for your 2 e-learning
courses (Papers 1 & 6) that I have subscribed to over

the last 2 weeks. It is so much easier to say thank you
when you know it has all worked. All in all, 2 good

courses and job done. Thank you again.
eLearner Passed Papers 1 & 6

Kaplan Financial (HK) Limited
G/F to 3/F, E-Tech Centre, Nos 402-406 Hennessy Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong 
(Causeway Bay MTR Exit A)

Tel: (852) 2526 3686   ı Email: HKLE@kaplan.com 
Fax: (852) 2501 0589  ı www.kaplan.com.hk/kfm
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